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INTRODUCTION
Diseases happen when cells duplicate wildly and these annihilate the individual body tissue. At the point when the disease 

happens in the conceptive organs of ladies’ body it is named as the gynecologic tumors. The field that arrangements with the 
growths of the female genital parcel is called Gynecologic oncology. These malignant growths are the main sources of the disease 
related passing in the ladies. these malignant growths are partitioned into many kinds: 

• Uterine disease 

• Cervical disease 

• Ovarian disease 

• Vulvar disease 

• Vaginal disease 

• Gestational trophoblastic cancers 

Uterine disease

These kinds of tumors generally start in the uterus and are exceptionally normal sorts of malignant growths. These are essentially 
caused because of certain dangers like weight, diabetes, hypertension. 

Cervical disease

These are likewise normal sorts of malignant growths and is normal disease that is the main source of passing in ladies. Numerous 
ladies are determined to have these sorts of malignant growths at their high level stages because of absence of mindfulness and 
helpless screening offices. this is driving eventually to their demises. These diseases additionally happen due some infection called 
Human Papillomavirus contamination. 

Ovarian disease

This is additionally a typical sort of malignant growth in ladies. These diseases are of again three sorts epithelial ovarian 
malignancy, microbe cell malignant growth, and stromal cell malignant growth. Among these diseases ovarian malignancy is the 
most well-known kind of malignant growth in greater part of ovarian tumors. 

Vulvar disease

These are the uncommon sort of malignant growths and this malignant growth influences the outer genetalia. These 
malignancies normally happen in the old ladies. 

Vaginal disease 

This is the most extraordinary type of malignant growth. It for the most part happens at 50 years old and the fundamental driver 
of this malignant growth is the human papillomavirus disease. 

Gestational trophoblastic cancer

This is term utilized for a gathering of pregnancy related growths. These diseases are normally very uncommon and are 
isolated into 5 kinds they are one harmless and four threatening. These normally begins in the phones that become placenta during 
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pregnancy. Harmless growths start in the phones what encompass the undeveloped organism called trophoblast. These harmless 
growths are reparable and are treated with chemotherapy. 

TREATMENT
Picking the treatment that is appropriate for you might be hard. Try to examine with the specialist the conceivable therapy 

alternatives accessible for your sorts and phases of malignant growth. Your primary care physician obviously clarifies the dangers 
and the advantages of every treatment and their incidental effects. 

Medical procedure

This is the main intercession used to treat the ovarian malignant growth. However, its total evacuation is unimaginable as the 
analysis in most the ladies is done excessively far cutting edge stages. 

Chemotherapy

Therapeutic specialists that are generally utilized for the treatment are Non-platinum, Platinum and Taxane drugs. Therapy with 
the Platinum based medications further develop endurance among the ladies with malignancies that are above stage This therapy is 
for the most part done by the medical oncologists. 

Radiation

This strategy utilizes high energy beams to treat or kill the malignancy. This therapy is by and large done by the radiation.
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